NSAG meeting notes from 9 April 2019:

Attending:
Greg, Rich
Gail, Tom, Kerry (new person)

Updates from Greg:

• The north Boulder library is moving ahead
• The building at the former Bustop location is moving ahead and will include five PSH spots
• Streetlight NW of the shelter still in progress
• Good success in getting people into PSH
• Discussion surrounding BH closure in May 2020
  o There's a possibility of a lease extension for BH beyond May 2020
  o CE likely to move to a downtown location
  o CE is currently evaluating roughly 130 people/month with roughly 20% being vectored to BSH with remainder going to nav. services
  o Some concern about how the numbers work out: 140 at BSH plus 50 from BH exceeds capacity at BSH. Will need to increase exit to housing (esp. those using the most bed-nights) and possibly tighten up CE requirements.

Concerns/discussion from neighborhood:

• (Gail) "don't make the (north Boulder) library into a day shelter"
• (Gail) Reports that the end of morning services at the shelter seems to have reduced camping
• (Kerry) Asked about status of the Armory project. Greg reports status is unknown
• (Kerry) Trash along "the wall" north of the shelter is a concern
• (Tom) Planning to organize a trash pick up